
 

[1] There is a point in an artist’s life, I think, when quality of lifestyle begins to be more important than career issues. Conlon

Nancarrow was not a great model for a composing career, but he was a great model for a life. My last visit to Conlon was in

1993, when he was 80, and the previous week he had been visited by a German film crew that was making a documentary

about him. He was still complaining about how much of his time they had taken up, how they had dragged their equipment

all through his house and made him play the Study No. 21 on the player piano over and over again while they got the lighting

and the sound right. If a German film crew came to make a documentary about me, I’d think I had finally hit the big time.

Most  composers  tend  to  consider  exposure  and  publicity  the  greatest  possible  good,  and  for  a  composer  to  remain

undiscovered until the age of 65, as Conlon did, sounds like a harsh fate, a recipe for bitterness. For Conlon, however, such

celebrity as he enjoyed seemed merely a distraction from his tequila and fresh papayas.

[2] Conlon taught me to drink tequila. I had never thought much about tequila, though I enjoyed margaritas and tequila

sunrises. Once, upon arriving at his house, before even taking my bags to the bedroom he immediately poured me some El

Jimador tequila in a tall, exquisitely thin glass, and taught me how to savor it. That was an education that nearly led me down

the primrose path to degradation. I rarely indulge in straight tequila at my age, but when I do, I insist on El Jimador, and

drink it slowly the way he showed me.

[3] Conlon also had a basket in his dining room in which he put the papayas and mangos he grew in his backyard. The

papaya, as we know it in the United States, is a third-rate fruit with a pulpy texture and cloying, artificial taste, jammed into

jars in thick, sour syrup. But upon visiting Conlon I learned that an absolutely fresh papaya, coral pink on the inside instead

of  garish  orange,  is  the  king  of  fruits,  more  delicious  and  succulent  and  tastefully  sweet  than  bananas,  strawberries,

cantaloupes, or anything else. I have never tasted anything like it before or since. Conlon had a housekeeper who routinely

prepared  fabulous  meals.  Two  years  in  a  row,  1988  and  1989,  I  happened  to  be  there  on  September  16,  Mexican

Independence Day, and got to enjoy the national  dish of red, white,  and green chiles de nogada, as beautiful as it  was

delicious. In addition, Conlon and Yoko took me and my wife to Tepoztlan, where we had what I still consider the best meal

of my life, enchiladas in a mole sauce that contained nineteen ingredients, many of them unavailable north of the border.

[4] What I mean to suggest with these reminiscences is that Conlon Nancarrow lived the good life. Yoko told me once that
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she asked Conlon what she should do with his player piano rolls after he died; he shrugged and replied, “Burn ’em.” I really

think that he wanted to hear what certain tempos would sound like if you played them at the same time, and once he’d heard

them, the purpose of the experiment was fulfilled. His manager of the early 1980s Eva Soltes tells me that he was reluctant to

tour Europe with his music, and that she convinced him to go with the argument that it would convince his son that he had

done something worthwhile with his life.

[5] Recently, the daughter of a communist harassed by the government during the McCarthy era told me that she had found

aversion to publicity a common attribute among people who had been through that experience, that they forever afterward

shied away from public attention. I don’t know whether there was anything like that in Conlon’s case; it sounds very much

like what Conlon said about Henry Cowell after Cowell’s San Quentin experience, that he never got over being nervous that

someone was out to get him. But last April at the Nancarrow conference in London we heard from both Yoko and Conlon’s

stepson Luis Stephens, who had known Conlon since the 1940s. Both made it clear that Nancarrow had been reclusive about

his music at least since he started writing for player piano, that he had not only not courted publicity, but had attempted to

dissuade friends like Elliott Carter and John Cage from arranging performances of his works. The distrust of publicity was

not something that came late in life, but had been there throughout his composing career. Fantastic food and liquor, yes;

publicity and posterity, no. Never have I had such a vivid lesson in what kind of priorities a composer should have to be

satisfied with life. I’ve known a huge crowd of bitter and under-recognized composers, but there was never a moment in

which I was tempted to feel sorry for Conlon Nancarrow. He had his head on straight.

[6] Whether it is cause or effect, this unconcern with publicity goes hand in hand with Nancarrow being perhaps the most

truly experimental composer of the twentieth century. I use the word “experimental” partly in John Cage’s strict sense, as

relating to musical processes whose outcome cannot be foreseen. I also use it in the sense that Nancarrow was something of

a musical scientist, someone who would perform an experiment to test a certain hypothesis, and, having received a result,

would move on to the next problem. In my book on him (1995, 4–5) I list 26 ideas that he used only once each in his music

and never returned to, including:

A pitch row containing internal repetitions of a pitch cell (Study No. 4)

A canon in which the voices gradually reverse roles (Study No. 21)

The use of a 12-tone row as a harmonic determinant for triadic music (Study No. 25)

Aleatory tempo canon (Study No. 44)

Use of durations based on the Fibonacci series to create the same rhythmic motive at different temporal levels (Study

No. 45)

And so on, and so on.

[7] Someone who was living the public career of the average composer could never have sustained this type of creativity.

Most of us get the occasional commission, based on a stylistic profile we’ve established. We end up trying to express the

same ideas we’ve used before in a different medium. If we get a commission we know who the performers are, and what

they expect from us; we know what kind of audience a certain space will attract, and we know what they will applaud.

Charles Ives, in his “Postface to 114 Songs,” wrote that when a composer writes a symphony that has been commissioned,

its inspiration is likely to be attenuated, contaminated, by, in Ives's words, "the artist's over- anxiety about its effect upon

others" (Ives 1961, 125). Most of us, Ives and Nancarrow aside, compose within a feedback loop, in which what we create is

conditioned, in part, by the reactions we’ve received to what we’ve already created.

[8]  What  is  most  individual  in  Nancarrow’s  output  is  the evidence that  it  grew outside  that  feedback loop,  its  lack of

reception anxiety. The way in which a new idea is taken up for a few player-piano studies, experimented with for awhile, and

then dropped gives his musical chronology a profile unlike that of almost any other composer, as does the fact that about 85

percent of his music was for a single medium. One gets a sense that he was his own audience, and that no other listener

needed be taken into account. He had the luxury of getting his sonic feedback while alone in his studio, when he could make

changes unobserved, and he was the first composer in the history of acoustic music to get a perfect premiere performance of

every new piece he wrote. The intensity of that private composing and performance process with its immediate and vivid
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perfect  results,  which I’ve experienced somewhat  myself  with  my own Disklavier works,  must  deserve some credit  for

making Nancarrow the composer he did.

[9] In addition, as I enjoy pointing out, Nancarrow was one of a trio of composers, along with John Cage and Milton Babbitt,

who didn’t believe in music’s ability to express emotion. I remember Conlon saying that to him music was just an interesting

pattern of sounds with no emotive connotations. He never wrote a programmatic piece or a piece with text. And perhaps as

a result of that emotive agnosticism, those three composers also felt no need to gauge the effect or result of their music by

how the listener would react to it. Given the pre-conditions of a Cage chance piece or a Babbitt serial piece or a Nancarrow

tempo canon, it is difficult to criticize anything more detailed than the overall concept. And Nancarrow’s music has been far

less controversial than that of the other two, because his processes were exquisitely audible in a way that Cage’s and Babbitt’s

never were. In a way, Nancarrow’s best works are virtually impossible to misunderstand. If you have the ability to recognize

the process he’s using, then you can only let it wash over you and admire the details. There is no emotive aspect one can react

to by liking or disliking, though one is often awestruck by the extraordinary physical and mathematical aspects.

[10] I have to relativize this portrait of Nancarrow as a composer-scientist by noting the powerfully creative way in which

some of his largest works integrate his earlier experiments into one of the most original formal and structural languages ever

achieved in music. I organized the chapters of my book (1995) around the musical ideas Nancarrow had worked with in

various periods: ostinato, isorhythm, acceleration, tempo canon, and what I call the diagonal texture he achieved by using

tempos too close to always be heard as canonic. I have always found something Beethovenian in the way that Nancarrow

came to superimpose all these techniques in his late works, Studies Nos. 25, 35, 40, 41, 42, 45, 46, 47, and 48. Beethoven

learned to write a fugue that was also a theme and variations, or a theme and variations that was also a sonata form; in the

late sonatas  and string quartets  the distinctions between these genres begin to disappear.  In the same way,  Nancarrow

became so adept at what he was doing that he could begin to have accelerating ostinatos, isorhythmic canons, and even

isorhythmic  canons  of  arpeggiated  ostinatos.  In  his  late  works,  if  I  may  quote  myself,  “Glissandos,  arpeggios,  triads,

minor-third motives, octave bass lines . . . are no longer differentiated: they are markers in a Nancarrovian syntax, articulation

points of rhythmic processes. . . . Everything that can be has been reduced to logic” (1995, 240). I find this transcendence of

technique a strong parallel between Nancarrow and Beethoven.

[11] At the same time, I would love to start divorcing Nancarrow from that politically charged term “maverick.” A maverick,

according to Random House Dictionary, is “an unbranded calf, cow, or steer, especially an unbranded calf that is separated

from its mother.” By extension it has come to mean “a lone dissenter, as an intellectual, an artist, or a politician, who takes an

independent stand apart from his or her associates.” (1) As I’ve been writing for years without anyone much noticing, the

musicological  purpose  of  the  word  “maverick”  seems  to  be  to  legitimize  certain  handpicked  composers  despite  the

unconventionality of their composing methods (as compared with alleged European norms), and to do so while still carefully

marginalizing all the other composers who share those methods (Gann 2008a and 2008b). What we need is for the methods

themselves to be legitimized, thus legitimizing all the composers who use them. The “maverick” image of Cage, Nancarrow,

Lou Harrison, and La Monte Young as lone dissenters—composers who, after all, had teachers, friends, students, protégés

with whom they shared ideas and developed their creativity collectively—was always a palpable fiction. It does not in any way

diminish Nancarrow’s originality that many of the ideas he worked with his entire life were originally suggested in Henry

Cowell’s book New Musical Resources, which was published in 1930 and which Nancarrow read in 1939 and 1940. To the end

of his life he had charts on the wall of his studio with numbers and tempo relationships drawn from Cowell’s book.

[12] Cowell (1930, 98–99) suggests that one could compose along a scale of tempos analogous to our scale of pitches. And

since equal temperament would give a scale of irrational numerical relationships that would be extremely difficult to notate,

he suggests a just-intonation scale. The tonic scale on C, he suggests, would be the reference point of 1/1; C  would be

15/14 as fast; D would be 9/8 as fast; E  would be 6/5; and so on. These twelve relative tempos are the ones Nancarrow

ended up using decades later in his Study No. 37. And the Cowell connection is that he uses 15/14 for the first half step. The

half step we’re used to is closer to 18/17 or 16/15 than to 15/14, and I have never, in all the works I’ve read on tuning and

temperament, seen anyone besides Cowell identify a normal half step as 15/14. The fact that Nancarrow used that ratio is a

dead giveaway, if we needed more evidence, that he was sitting there getting his ideas from Cowell’s book.
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[13] Likewise, if the fact isn’t already too well-known to bear mentioning here, Cowell wrote in his book,

Some of the rhythms developed through the present acoustical investigation could not be played by any living

performer; but these highly engrossing rhythmical complexes could easily be cut on a player-piano roll. This

would give a real reason for writing music specially for player piano. (Cowell 1930, 64–65)

Of course we all know that Nancarrow was the composer who took that suggestion. Cowell also writes about the potential

pleasures, and technical difficulties, of music in which one melody could be gradually accelerating while another is gradually

slowing down (1930, 94–96). And here we have the theoretical basis for Nancarrow’s acceleration studies, Nos. 8, 21, 22, 23,

and especially 27.

[14] That Nancarrow received these ideas from Cowell’s book doesn’t make him a less original composer, or a less great one,

but it does mean he wasn’t really a maverick. He had not, so to speak, “separated from his mother.” He was branded as a

Cowell reader by the use of that 15/14 and those accelerations. He met Cowell before he wrote any player-piano music, and

corresponded with Elliott  Carter all  through the 1950s.  Also,  like so many other composers of his  generation, he was

inspired by jazz, and the influence of Art Tatum and Earl Hines on his early music has been abundantly noted. Many of the

ideas about isorhythm came from East Indian music, which Nancarrow collected recordings of, and which was beginning to

influence  other  composers  in  North  America.  To  that  extent,  Nancarrow  inhabited  the  same  musical  world  as  Cage,

Harrison, Carter, Harry Partch, Ben Johnston, Alan Hovhaness, and even Copland and Blitzstein. This is quite a large and

close-knit herd of mavericks. In fact, one of the great musical epiphanies of my life came when I flew straight from visiting

Nancarrow in Mexico City to the Telluride Festival in Colorado where I stayed in a house with Lou Harrison. Conlon had

showed me the strips of paper which he used as templates for his tempo ratios; and Lou showed me the strips of paper

which he used as templates for his just intonation scales!

[15] Add to that that Nancarrow inherited some melodic tendencies from the Barók string quartets he loved so well, and that

I have occasionally found an echo of The Rite of Spring in his music, and it becomes clear that he was closely involved in the

same dialogue as other composers of his generation. As the old saying goes, it doesn’t matter where you get your ideas from,

it only matters where you take them to. Nancarrow’s musical output took the shape it did because of his isolation, but he

didn’t start out by turning his back on what all the other composers were interested in. His peculiar situation simply made it

possible for him to take a different route.

[16] One thing I’ve learned from imitating Nancarrow is how far we remain from catching up with him. I’ve written a lot of

canons, tempo and otherwise. I’ve written really fast music for Disklavier, though I’ve never written a tempo canon for

Disklavier;  I  tried and found that  I couldn’t  do so without  sounding embarrassingly like him. Through analysis  I  have

inherited and learned some of Nancarrow’s techniques, including ones first suggested by Cowell. In my music theater piece

Custer and Sitting Bull, I have a passage at the end where a straight military beat is juxtaposed with a gradual five-percent

deceleration of a quasi-American Indian beat in 11/4 meter. To achieve this I made a computer program in the old math

software called Basic, which generated numbers to map the decelerating beats on to a grid of 4/4 measures. Then I had to

painstakingly input the attack points into an old sequencing program called Voyetra  Plus.  Even so,  the final  score is a

complicated-looking mess, and still only an approximation. I had tons more technology at my disposal than Nancarrow did,

and still couldn’t execute the task as cleanly as he did.

[17] When I was analyzing Nancarrow’s Study No. 27, I asked him how he calculated the spacing of his accelerating and

decelerating lines without even so much as a hand-held calculator to work with. He said he didn’t remember; surely a book of

logarithmic tables was involved. He had a huge library, with hundreds of books on math and engineering, and somehow he

absorbed  from  those  books  the  math  he  needed.  One  of  the  strangest  gestures  of  his  career  is  the  famous  tempo

relationships in the canon of Study No. 41: one over the cube root of three against the cube root of  in one voice, and one

over the square root of pi against the square root of  in the other. I’ve looked it up, and no calculator available in the 1970s

was capable of cube roots. How did he do it? He didn’t remember.
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[18] Today our notation software makes it easy to write in tempo complexes like 17:18:19:20, but notation and sequencing

software are still based on a standard metric paradigm that would make writing a canon in irrational ratios e against pi, as in

Nancarrow’s Study No. 40,  a nightmare. Nancarrow envied the capabilities of the computer, but we still  don’t have the

limitless freedom that allowed him to conceive his music in pure, unarticulated musical space. Analogously, Ben Johnston,

whom I studied with, wrote a string quartet (No. 7) containing more than 1200 pitches in an octave, based on a 183-note row

with no pitch repetitions. Timothy Ernest Johnson, who made a partial MIDI version of this quartet, used four different

software programs simply to keep track of all the pitches. We live in the shadow of musical giants who achieved, with pencil

and paper, technical feats that our computers are hardly capable of competing with.

[19] In fact, a large part of what’s important about Nancarrow for me isn’t merely what he accomplished, but what roads he

mapped out for our musical future. And it is a collective process. The works of Nancarrow, Johnston, Young, Harrison,

Cage, Feldman, Meredith Monk, Robert Ashley, and others have mapped out new continents of music with possibilities of

new tempo relationships, new harmonies, new forms, new relationships to text, new vocal techniques, new interactions with

the other arts. The possibilities these composers have created are so open-ended, so full of promise for new perceptual

capacities, that I believe it will take several generations of composers to realize all the ramifications.

[20] In closing, I’d like to play you one of the realizations I’ve made of some of Nancarrow’s unnumbered player-piano rolls,

the 68 rolls found in his studio that weren’t labeled as studies and thus have never been commercially recorded. Some of

these unknown rolls, due to their severely restricted pitch range, were clearly intended not for piano, but for the percussion

machine he invented and had to abandon. Some of them are small sketches for effects that he wanted to try out. Some are

the beginnings of pieces that he apparently became dissatisfied with.  And some are fully  fleshed-out works that, in my

opinion, are better than some of the studies that have been officially numbered and recorded. I’ve had to do some editing,

because the machine that Trimpin invented to convert player-piano-roll information to MIDI information didn’t preserve

dynamics. In addition, of course, I’ve had to make some guesses about how fast to play these pieces.

[21]  Roll  RR (the  letter  assigned to  the  roll  by  Trimpin)  opens  with  a  5:6  canon  between the  treble  and  bass  with  a

non-canonic voice in middle; the half-step appoggiatura in this middle line seems to relate the work to Study no. 22. The two

and a half minutes’ duration includes a jazzy melody over a bass in arpeggiated triads, and a brief 5:6:7 canon at the very end,

ending at a convergence point. This is a piece that could easily be inserted into Nancarrow’s official canon.
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